Hofstra University offers an MFA in Creative Writing program with concentrations in fiction, poetry, playwriting, or creative nonfiction. Located just 25 miles east of New York City, the MFA program allows students to pursue a curriculum that is guided by a diverse and distinguished faculty, and mixes workshop with literature and craft courses.

Through the “Great Writers, Great Readings” series, the MFA program brings prominent authors to campus every semester for readings, group discussions and small master classes with graduate students. Recent visiting writers include Jeffrey K. Eugenides, Jhumpa Lahiri, Phillip Lopate, Rowan Ricardo Phillips, Lia Purpura and Karen Russell.

And Hofstra offers two literary journals for your work:

AMP (amp.hofstradrc.org) welcomes submissions of poetry, short prose, experimental prose, innovative and hybrid (cross-genre) texts, video poems and literary videos.

Windmill: The Hofstra Journal of Literature & Art
is currently accepting creative non-fiction or fiction for the spring print edition. Visit hofstrawindmill.com for more information on the print edition as well as our special digital issues and Winded: A Blog for Writers about Writing. Get the inaugural issue at the Hofstra MFA table at AWP!
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